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In the program to develop enriched category theory in a topos <f it seems worthwhile to study the two particular bases Ω and R + ; that is, the ordered objects of truth values and of non-negative extended reals with their appropriate monoidal structures. Categories in $ enriched in Ω are ordered objects in <f, and it is this example we wish to study here.
Categories in $ enriched in R + are metric spaces in S [8] and the relevant R + has been studied in [10] . Since ordered objects occur at the very foundations of elementary topos theory, they have already been extensively studied (especially by Mikkelsen [9] and Brook [3] ). However, our purpose is to emphasize the enriched-category viewpoint to give a guide to further development of the program.
Ordered objects can be defined without Ω, of course, and much of the theory can be developed in a category S much more general than a topos. Our first two sections take this general approach. The first section deals with ideals in a regular category; from the enriched-category viewpoint these are the modules (= bimodules = profunctors = distributors). There is a bicategory lά\(i) of ordered objects and ideals. The first key result is that an ideal has a right adjoint if and only if it is locally principal. This means that locally principal ideals play the role that cauchy sequences play in metric space theory [8] . The question of whether every ordered object is "cauchy complete" thus becomes the question of whether locally principal implies principal. We show that this is true precisely when S satisfies the axiom of choice. The remainder of the first section deals with completeness of ordered objects.
The purpose of the second section is to construct, for ordered objects A, B, an object [A, B]* of order-preserving arrows from A to B with right adjoints and an object [A, 5]** of order-preserving arrows from A to B with right adjoints which have right adjoints. This requires $ to be cartesian closed.
For the final section, $ is required to be an elementary topos. For an ordered object A, we construct the object SPA of order ideals in A which, in enriched-category terms, is the object appropriate for receiving the yoneda embedding. After developing sufficiently the properties of @A, we 275 show that the cauchy completion of an ordered object A is 21A = [Ω, έPA]** (where the subobject classifier Ω is the value of 3P at the terminal object of d>).
For any bicategory 38, we write 36* for the sub-bicategory with the same objects and with the arrows which have right adjoints. We write r* for the right adjoint of a relation r when it exists. Although we do consider right adjoints for order-preserving arrows and for ideals, we do not use the superscript * for the right adjoints in these cases. [6] that an arrow r in Rel(<f) has a right adjoint r* iff r is isomorphic to an arrow in S. The following result of Andre Joyal shows that our regular categories are regular in the sense of Barr [1] . PROPOSITION 
Order ideals. A relation r: A -> B in a category

Each strong epic in a regular category is a coequalizer.
Proof. Let p, q be the kernel pair of a strong epic e (that is, the pullback of e, e). Then ee* = 1 and e*e = qp* in Rel(^). To show e is the coequalizer of /?, q, take h with hp = hq. Put r = he* in Rel(<f). Then r(eλ*) = he*eh = %?*/** = (hp)(hp)* < 1 and 1 = ee* < eh*he* = (eh*)r. So eλ* = r* and r = A: where A: is in £. Also ke < re = he*e = λ#p* = Λpp* < Λ implies ke = h since fce, Λ are in ^. Since e is epic, fc is unique with ke = h. D COROLLARY 2. ^4w arrow r in Rel(<^) has a right adjoint iff there exists a strong epic e in S such that re is isomorphic to an arrow in £.
Proof. If r has a right adjoint then e can be taken to be the identity. Conversely, if re = h with h in $ then hp = hq for /?, 9 forming the kernel pair of e. By Proposition 1, h = ge for some g in S. So r = ree* = .
• For a regular category £, there is also a bicategory Idl(^) whose objects are the ordered objects in £, whose arrows are ideals, and whose Using the terminology of enriched category theory [3] , we call an ideal cauchy when it has a right adjoint. An ordered object X is cauchy complete when every cauchy ideal into it is principal; it follows from Proposition 3 that we only need to check for cauchy ideals with sources in S. Thinking of strong epics as covers, we can interpret Proposition 3 as saying: an ideal is cauchy precisely when it is locally principal. We say that $ satisfies the axiom of choice when every strong epic is a retraction. COROLLARY 
The following three conditions on £ are equivalent:
(i) the axiom of choice; (ii) every ordered object is cauchy complete;
Proof, (i) => (ii) If e is a retraction then re principal implies r principal, so Proposition 3 gives the result.
(
ii) => (iii) Trivial. (iii) => (i) If e: V -* U is a strong epic then e: E(e) -> U is an equivalence in Idl(^). So e*: U -> E(e) is principal by (iii)
. Then e* s e*ef with / in $ so ef = ee*ef = ee* = 1; so e is a retraction. D
The homomorphism
which is the identity on objects and takes / to d B f, is generally not a biequivalence (it is iff $ satisfies the axiom of choice). Since e: E{e) -> U is an equivalence in Idl(^) when e is a strong epic, we obtain
Let CovU denote the ordered set whose elements are strong epics e: V -> U (covers) with e < e f when there exists an arrow /: V -> F' such that e = e'/. Notice that (CovU) op is a directed set by R3, and e ^ E{e) gives a functor 2s: CovU -» Ord(<f). Thus we have a cone of ordered sets: 
It is well known
[7] that, under our conditions on <^, for each span r:
B)& Qrd(#)(C, [A, B]).
Indeed, Ord(<f) is finitely complete and cartesian closed as a 2-category. 3. Cauchy completion. For this Section we assume that £ is an elementary topos. Then £ satisfies the assumptions of the earlier sections, including those of Proposition 6. The subobject classifier Ω is regarded as an ordered object via that order which gives a natural equivalence of ordered sets: 7,Ω). Proof, (i) y A a <f iff α^* ^^ </* G^ iff α*^ </* <=, A iff fa*d A <^A iff fa* <^A (since ^ A is an ideal) iff a( e ^)/.
(ii) /</' iff r^Λ^Γ^A iff(a*<f*e A =>a*<f'*e A ) iff (fa* ze A =>f'a*ίe A ) iit(a(e A )f=>a(e A )f') iff (y A a<f=* (iii) p(^ A y*)q iff (pe = y A a, a(^A)qe for some a and epic e) iff (pe = j^α, j^α < qe for some α and epic e) iffp<q iff p(d#> A )q. given by composition with n thus has a right adjoint (Proposition 8) which is fully faithful since n is. It remains to show that (d) reflects isomorphisms. Since every X has a fully faithful functor y x \ X -* &X into a complete object, it suffices to prove (d) reflects isomorphisms for X complete. 
